Incisive canal: Variations on cone beam computed tomography and its impact on dental implant planning
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ABSTRACT

Background: To assess the morphologic patterns of Incisive canal (IC), distance between the IC and buccal cortical plate in partially edentulous patients, distance between the maxillary central incisor (MCI) and IC in dentulous patients and measure length and width of IC on cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan for implant placement.

Materials and Methods: A total of 104 CBCT scans consisting of 52 dentulous and 52 edentulous patients aged between 20 and 60 years were retrospectively reviewed from the archives of oral radiology unit. Kodak 9000C 3D unit was used for obtaining these scans. The morphology, location and dimensions of IC was analysed by two observers. The correlation of age and gender with all the variables was evaluated.

Results: The most common pattern found in this study was slanted straight SS (36.5%). A single canal was reported in 95.19% scans. The mean distance from buccal cortical plate to IC was 5.09 while that from MCI to IC was 2.33. The mean canal width of IC in partially edentulous scans was 2.96 while that in dentulous scans was 3.11. The mean canal length of IC was 10.1 in partially edentulous group while it was 10.68, in dentulous group.

Conclusion: The study population is safe for implant placement in regards to the pattern and number of canals of IC and compromised with respect to the bone available anterior to the IC. The implantologists’ needs to be aware of these shortcomings while planning implant in the upper anterior region.
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1. Introduction

Incisive canal (IC) is a vital anatomical structure located posterior to the maxillary central incisors.1,2 The canal is either a single canal or known to divide into two or more canals on its way to the nasal cavity, terminating at the nasal floor with two openings (nasopalatine foramina/foramina of Stenson) on either sides of the nasal septum. The oral opening is funnel shaped located in the midline of the anterior palate, immediately below the incisive papilla and is called the incisive foramen.3 Important structures passing through the canal are nasopalatine (incisive) nerve and the terminal branch of the descending nasopalatine artery.4 The nasopalatine duct is a separate entity passing through the canal and is present only during the fetal life.5

It needs to be noted that 17% of the US population have missing maxillary teeth.6 It could be postulated that this may well be the scenario the world over.7,8 The anterior maxilla is the common site for implant placement.9 It is also a known fact that placement of implant in the maxillary anterior region is a difficult task for the clinicians mainly because of the biomechanical, phonetic and esthetic demands of the patient.10 A study involving 20 years of review of implants concluded that there is an increased early implant failure rates in maxillary anterior region.11
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Studies have stressed the importance of anatomical factors for survival of implants. Implant placement in the vicinity of the IC may cause sensory dysfunction and/or non osseointegration of the implant. This endangers the success of the implant placement. In order to avoid such complications the morphology, dimensions and the distance of IC from the labial cortical plate should be evaluated before implant placement. Studies had assessed IC prior to implant placement on CT scans. Given the better spatial resolution of CBCT and the widespread use of CBCT for pre implant assessment it was important to look into these parameters on a limited view CBCT scan. Earlier studies have reported differences in the dimensions of the IC, its morphologic patterns and the distances from labial cortical plate to the IC in the Korean, Swiss, Belgian, Israeli, Iranian, populations. Nevertheless there is a scarcity of documentation in anatomic variations of IC morphology and patterns. The differences in pattern and dimensions of IC in these earlier study populations led us to hypothesize that there could be differences among world populations.

The aim of the study therefore was to study the morphologic patterns of IC in the Indian study cohort, assess the distance between the maxillary central incisor (MCI) and the IC in dentulous patients, assess the distance between the IC and buccal cortical plate in partially edentulous patients, measure the length and width of IC at the nasal floor and incisal (oral) opening in both dentulous and partially edentulous patients.

2. Materials and Methods

This study was approved by the institutional ethical committee and clearance was taken and was conducted in accordance with Declaration of Helsinki. A total of 630 CBCT scans from February 2018 to July 2019 were retrospectively reviewed from the archives of oral radiology unit for their compatibility with the inclusion and exclusion criteria. A routine consent was taken before taking the scans for all the patients. The scans were grouped in two age groups 20-40 years and 41-60 years. The remaining age groups were excluded from this study. All partially edentulous (only one missing MCI) scans for whom a CBCT had been requested for implant placement and all dentulous scans in which a CBCT has been taken for any other maxillofacial lesions not in the maxillary anterior region were included in the study. The scans with pathology involving the upper anterior region maxillary central incisors not in the arch were excluded from this study. Scans with streak artifacts or beam hardening effect were also excluded from the study. A total of 104 scans were finally selected for the study consisting of 52 dentulous scans and 52 edentulous scans.

CBCT examination was done using a Carestream 9000C 3D unit (Carestream Health Inc., 150 Veronal Street, Rochester, NY 14608, USA). This machine was operated at 70 to 80 kVp, current 10 mA FOV 5 x 3.7 cm, voxel size 0.076 mm, Gray scale of 14 bits, image acquisition time of 10.8 seconds, and equivalent dose 38 μSv per quadrant for a single volume.

The acquired data was reconstructed with a 0.2 mm section thickness. All the images were acquired in the Digital Image Communication in Medicine (DICOM) format and evaluated using the Carestream Imaging Software (CSI). This allowed a detailed observations and dimensional measurements on a computer screen.

3. Observers

Two maxillofacial radiologists with more than 5 years of experience in reporting CBCT scans were selected as observers. The two observers performed the IC pattern identification as well as dimensional measurements. Observers were oriented by reviewing and discussing CBCT scans of partially edentulous and dentulous maxilla each till the point they were comfortable doing these assessments. One observer carried out the assessment twice. This allowed calculations of the coefficient of variation for intraobserver and interobserver variability. For the study, the scans were reviewed by both the observers independently on a Dell Inspiron N 5110 laptop LCD Screen 15.6” WXGA with a DICOM Workstation using CSI software. Each scan was reviewed in axial, coronal and sagittal sections. The observers were allowed to use magnification, modify screen contrast and the other tools like measurement tool, nerve canal tool and angle mode for evaluating the CBCT scans.

The Morphologic pattern of IC was analysed mainly on the sagittal sections. The CBCT reconstructions were reoriented with reference to that horizontal plane which was the nasal floor. Based on the vertical line of the horizontal plane, ICs whose course changed by >10° from vertical were regarded to be “slanted”, and those whose course changed by <10° from the vertical were regarded as “vertical”. This was done using the angle tool. (Figure 1). The number of canals were evaluated on the axial sections. (Figure 2)

3.1. Measurements

In order to have an idea on the available bone anterior to the IC for potential implant placement in the partially edentulous scans, sagittal section was selected on which the maximum canal length could be visualized. The axial section was used for the determination of the mid of the edentulous region which was marked as a point over the crestal bone. Using oblique slicing the sagittal plane was oriented such that it passes through the mid crestal point and section which shows the maximum length of the canal. From these slices, the buccopalatal bone width anterior to the canal was assessed at the crestal, middle and apical levels of the canal. Measurements of horizontal distances.
were performed from the outer canal wall to the buccal bone (Figure 3).

Similarly in case of dentulous scans, the sagittal plane was oriented such that it passes through the pulp canal of the MCI and the section showing the maximum length of the canal. The measurements were taken from the alveolar bone between the tooth and the IC on the crestal, middle and apical points of the root of the central incisor. Measurements were again performed from the outer canal wall to the inner cortical plate of the alveolar bone (Figure 4).

The length of IC and its width were measured at the nasopalatine and incisal (oral) openings in the sagittal scan in dentulous and partially edentulous groups. All measurements were noted in millimetres (Figure 5).

3.2 Biostatistics

The data was transferred to Microsoft Excel 2010 software (Microsoft Corporation) for statistical analysis. Data analysis was done with the help of SPSS Software version 15. All quantitative data was presented with the help of Mean, Standard Deviation (SD), comparison between groups was done with the help of unpaired t test and correlation among study parameters was done with the help of Pearson correlation coefficient.

The level of significance was chosen at 5%. ANOVA (analysis of variance) design was used to describe the influence of gender, dental status and canal morphology on dimensional characteristics.

Qualitative data was presented with the help of frequency and percentage table, association among study group was evaluated with the help of Chi Square test.

Inter and intra observer variation was expressed using the pearsons co-relation.

4. Results

The dentate group consisted of 26 males and 26 females and the edentulous group consisted of scans from 31 males and 21 females.

4.1 Pattern

The most common pattern found in this study was slanted straight SS (36.5 %) followed by slanted curved superiorly SCS (35.5 %) and vertically curved VC (17.3%). Slanted straight SS and slanted curved superiorly SCS had an almost equal distribution in both the genders, while vertically curved VC was found most common in males (Figure 1).

4.2 Number of canals at nasal floor

The single canal was reported in 99 scans (95.19%). Two canals were reported in 3 scans (2.88%). Three and four canals were reported in one scan each (0.96%).

4.3 Distance between the IC and buccal cortical plate

4.3.1 Partially edentulous

The mean distance from buccal cortical plate to IC was 5.09, with a range of 1.1–10.2. The mean (range) distance from the IC to the buccal cortical plate at apex level was 6.79 ± 1.99(1.1-10.2), at mid-level was 4.4 ± 1.60(1.9-7) and at the crestal level was 3.88± 1.26(1.5-7.6) (Table 1).

The distance between the IC and buccal cortical plate at the apex and mid level show significant difference in the two age groups, with a P value 0.04 at the apical and 0.05 at the mid level respectively.

4.3.2 Dentulous group

The mean distance from MCI to IC was 2.33, with a range of 0.3–8. The mean (range) distance from the IC to the buccal cortical plate at apex level was 3.95± 1.78(0.5-8), at mid-level was 2.09± 1.02(0.4-5) and at the crestal level was 0.96± 1.04(0.3-2.9) (Table 3). The mean values obtained were statistically significant at the cervical level for males (1.08) and females (0.84), with P value 0.04.

4.4 Width of the IC at the nasal floor and the incisal openings

4.4.1 Partially edentulous group

The mean canal width of IC was 2.96, with a range of 0.2–5.6. The mean (range) width of IC at the nasal floor level was 2.38± 0.94(0.2-5.4) while that at the incisal opening level was 3.46± 1.01(1.6-5.6) (Table 2).

There was a significant difference in the width of the IC at the incisal opening level in the two age groups, with a P value 0.0006.

4.4.2 Dentulous group

The mean canal width of IC was 3.11, with a range of 0.6–5.9. The mean(range) width of IC at the nasal floor level was 3.00± 1.24(0.6-5.9) while that at the incisal opening level was 3.22 ± 0.91(1.7-5.3) (Table 4).

4.4.3 The length of the canal

The mean canal length of IC was 11.30, with a range of 6.8–17.3 in the dentulous group while it was 10.1(5.1-15.3) in the partially edentulous group. (Table 2 and 4)

The partially edentulous group showed a significant difference in the length of the canal between the two age groups with a P value 0.04.

4.5 Inter and intra observer variation

4.5.1 Partially edentulous group

The inter observer pearson correlation values for the partially edentulous scans were 0.942, 0.979 and 0.778 for the width at the apex, mid and cervical level respectively suggesting that there was a high degree of agreement.
between the two observers.

The intra observer pearson correlation values for the partially edentulous scans were 0.992, 0.993 and 0.669 for the width at the apex, mid and cervical level respectively suggesting that there was a high degree of agreement between the two sessions of the observer 1.

4.5.2. Dentulous group

Inter and intra observer variation: The inter observer pearson correlation values for the dentulous scans were 0.99, 0.89 and 0.96 for the width at the apex, mid and cervical level respectively suggesting that there was a high degree of agreement between the two observers.

The intra observer pearson correlation values for the dentulous scans were 0.99, 0.98 and 0.96 for the width at the apex, mid and cervical level respectively suggesting that there was a high degree of agreement within the observer.

Fig. 1: Patterns of Incisive Canal (IC)

Fig. 2: a,b,c,d: Axial section showing number of canal openings; a: One b: two; c: Three and; d: Four respectively.

Fig. 3: Measurement of the distance between the buccal cortical bone and the IC done using oblique slicing tool in partially edentulous scans; the slice passing through the mid crestal point and the IC. The sagittal section was used to measure the distances at three levels crestal, mid and the apical levels of the IC.

Fig. 4: Measurement of the available alveolar bone between the MCI and the IC done using oblique slicing tool in dentulous scans; the slice passing through the pulp canal of the MCI and the IC. The sagittal section was used to measure the distances at three levels crestal, mid and the apical levels of the root of the MCI.

Fig. 5: Sagittal section of the CBCT scan showing the length of the canal using the polyline tool and the width of the canal using the single measure tool at the nasal and the oral openings.
Table 1: Distance between the IC and buccal cortical plate in partially edentulous scans of patients in age groups 20 - 40 years and 41 - 60 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups in years</th>
<th>Mean width of Bucco cortical in mm (apex)</th>
<th>Mean width of Bucco cortical width in mm (mid)</th>
<th>Mean width of Bucco cortical width in mm (crestal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - 40</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 - 60</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Width of IC at nasal floor and incisal opening level and the length of the canal in partially edentulous scans of patients in age groups 20 - 40 years and 41 - 60 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups in years</th>
<th>Mean width of the canal at the nasal floor opening(mm)</th>
<th>Mean width of the canal at the incisal opening(mm)</th>
<th>Mean length of the canal(mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - 40</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>12.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 - 60</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>10.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Distance between the IC and MCI in dentulous scans of patients in age groups 20 - 40 years and 41 - 60 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups in years</th>
<th>Mean width between IC and MCI in mm(apex)</th>
<th>Mean width between IC and MCI in mm(mid)</th>
<th>Mean width between IC and MCI in mm(crestal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - 40</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 - 60</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Width of IC at nasal floor and incisal opening level and the length of the canal in dentulous scans of patients in age groups 20 - 40 years and 41 - 60 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups in years</th>
<th>Mean width of the canal at the nasal floor opening(mm)</th>
<th>Mean width of the canal at the incisal opening(mm)</th>
<th>Mean length of the canal(mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - 40</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>10.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 - 60</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>10.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

The anterior maxillary area is considered a region with high esthetic challenges, compounded with the close proximity between the IC and the roots of the central maxillary incisors. This emphasizes the need for a careful radiographic analysis during implant planning in this region. Previous studies have also concluded that the location and variability in IC may hamper implant treatment. Mraiwa et al 2004\(^{13}\) and Krout and Boyden\(^{19}\) based on CThad earlier stated that in approximately 4% of cases implant placement is affected because of the size of IC. Apart from this the amount of bone available from the IC to the buccal cortical plate is also vital. Considering the widespread use of CBCT in pre implant bone assessment, it was vital to revisit the IC and the bone width on the CBCT.

5.1. Pattern

The present study demonstrates that the most common patterns of the IC were slanted straight (SS) and slanted curved superiorly (SCS). An interesting finding was the detection of an additional pattern, though only one case, hitherto unreported was found in our population. This pattern was labelled as slanted curved inferiorly (SCI). This pattern, we believe is the mirror image of the slanted curved pattern found in the other population. The slanted curved pattern of other population will hence forth be termed as slanted curved superiorly for convenience of comparison. It needs to be noted that dental implant placement in the SCI type of pattern is safer as the angle of the IC is away from the canal. Song WC et al\(^{14}\) demonstrated the most common type as VS (46.4%), followed by SS (14.3%), VC (14.3%) while Thakur AR et al\(^{20}\) found SS to be the most common pattern. If we consider the common patterns of IC and the bucco-palatal inclination of the implant to be placed, the SS appears to be safe for the implant placement. Literature does not mention the gender prevalence for the IC pattern significantly. This was in concurrence with the present study. However the VC pattern was seen predominantly in males.

5.2. Number of canals at the nasal floor

Studies had discussed vast variability in the number of canals. An important reason for this is because there has been inconsistency in the literature at what level these canals are assessed. Sicher has reported that one to six separate foramina might be present,\(^ {21}\) Mraiwa et al.\(^ {13}\) observed four canals at the nasal floor level using a spiral CT in the Belgian population. Another study on Belgian population\(^ {15}\) found both one (44%) and two (37%) canals using a spiral CT at the nasal floor level. Song et al.\(^ {14}\) observed two foramina at
the mid-level using micro CT.

Surprisingly one of the studies\(^{17}\) on CBCT (0.125 voxel size), coronal view, demonstrated that single canal (45%) was common followed by Y shaped canal (40%) while in other studies the Y shaped was more common.\(^{18,19,20}\) It is a known fact that some of these foramina consists of the neural bundle and some others the vascular bundle.\(^{16}\)

Interestingly, a majority of the scans assessed in this study (95.19\%) demonstrated one foramina at the level of the nasal floor. This probably suggests that for the study population both the neural and the vascular component are present in a single canal. The present findings are not supported by any earlier study. This variation could also be attributed to differences in imaging modality and sample size. Future studies could also incorporate this in prevalence studies. It could therefore be inferred that the study cohort is at much lesser risk for IC perforation during implant placement. Additionally this also suggests that a lower dose of local anaesthesia would be needed for the study population to anesthetize this region. Nevertheless it needs mention that the branches of nasopalatine nerve also exists in the median maxillary suture.\(^{16}\)

### 5.3. Distance between IC and buccal cortical plate

#### 5.3.1. Partially edentulous group
Cheng et al\(^{24}\) found an average width as 7.8mm, while Barkin\(^{25}\) noted the average width as 5.9 mm. Mraiwa N et al\(^{13}\) reported with an average width of 7.4mm (2.9 to 13.6mm) in 34 spiral CTs. The measurements were done at the three levels which approximately matched with the three levels of the present study. Bornstein et al\(^{17}\) reported with increasing width from the crestal (6.5mm), mid (6.59mm) to the apical level (7.6mm) in 100 CBCTs’. Fukuda et al\(^{22}\) found width at similar levels, crestal (4.06mm), mid (5.08mm) and apical (8.42mm). Though these studies measured the width at three different levels, these levels were at a more crestal level than that used in the present study. They had the mean values generally higher for male subjects at the mid and the crestal levels. In this study, the bucco cortical width at the apex, mid and crestal levels was similar for both males and females. This again was not in concurrence with the earlier study. It could therefore be inferred that skeletally males and females for the study population are similar. There was a significant difference in the bucco cortical width at the apex and mid levels between the two age groups which suggests that we should be more careful while placing implants in the elderly age group, or we can consider use of graft or more tapered implants. There are inconsistencies again on the level at which these widths were measured as well as the imaging modality. In the present study we had measured the average at three different levels which would give the clinician an idea on the precise amount of bone available at these levels. We believe that future studies could concentrate on the width at three different levels. The average width in our study was 5.09 (0.9-10.9). As has been reported earlier\(^{13}\) it is important to note that the range would be vital to consider than the mean. This is because the mean of some cases in this study were below the optimal width needed for successful implant placement.

### 5.4. Distance between the IC and MCI

#### 5.4.1. Dentulous group
The values obtained for the distance between the IC and MCI were statistically significant at the cervical level for males and females, with higher values for males. This was not in concurrence with the findings of Chatriyanuyoke P et al.\(^{26}\) The mean value in this study was generally higher for male subjects at the mid root level compared to that in females. It could therefore be inferred that there could be skeletal differences for the two study population. Chatriyanuyoke P\(^{26}\) demonstrated the mean values at two levels as 5.02mm (apical) and 3.05mm (mid) which was more than that found in this study.

Again, in the present study the distance from IC to the MCI was done at three levels which gives the clinician a precise idea of the available bone between the IC and MCI during immediate implant placement.

These values could be vital during immediate implant placement.

#### 5.4.2. Width of the IC at the nasal floor and incisal opening level
Liang X et al\(^{15}\) found the average diameter to be 3.6mm using a spiral CT scan. Moreover this study does not identify at what level this dimension was measured, also this study was done in a mixed dentulous edentulous skulls.

#### 5.4.3. Partially edentulous
A study by Mariwa et al\(^{13}\) done mainly in edentulous patients on spiral CT, found the mean width at the incisal opening level ranging from 4.3 to 6 mm while at the nasal level the mean ranged from 3.1 to 5.1mm. Another study\(^{17}\) on spiral CT found the average width to be ranging from 3.96 to 4.96mm at the incisal level while at the nasal floor level it ranged from 2.95 to 4.10mm. Thakur AR et al\(^{20}\) reported the mean width of the IC ranging from 1.4 to 5.9mm at the incisal levels, while at the nasal level it was 0.5 to 5.6mm. The findings of our study ranged from 2.98 to 4.13mm at the incisal level while at the nasal floor level ranged from 2.15mm to 2.77mm was in agreement with these studies.

In the present study the width of the IC at the incisal opening increases as the age increases. This could be attributed to the ridge resorption at the crestal level\(^{15,16}\). Moreover, it was found in this study that the average IC width was more at the incisal opening as compared to the
nasal floor opening level. This could be challenging for implant placement.

5.4.4. Dentulous group
This study also reveals no significant correlation between the width of the IC at the nasopalatine and incisal openings and different age groups. Barkin et al.\textsuperscript{25} found the mean width of the canal ranging from 3.76 to 5.12mm at the incisal and nasal levels respectively, while Khojastepour L et al.\textsuperscript{23} found its mean ranging between 2.92 to 3.8mm at both the nasal and 3.03 to 3.21mm at the incisal levels. In the present study, the mean of the widths was ranging from 2.99- 3.01mm at the nasal levels and 3.18-3.27mm at the incisal levels which is comparable with the study by Khojastepour L et al.\textsuperscript{23}

It is a known fact that the shape of IC is commonly cylindrical or conical.\textsuperscript{15}Moreover, it was found in this study that the average IC width was more at the incisal opening as compared to the NP opening level. The implantologist should be aware of this difference.

5.5. Length of the canal
5.5.1. Partially edentulous
Earlier studies found a length of IC as 8.1,\textsuperscript{13} 10.4,\textsuperscript{14} 9.9,\textsuperscript{15} 10.7,\textsuperscript{16} 10.99\textsuperscript{17} and 10.34\textsuperscript{23} The finding of our study (10.21) was consistent with that of the earlier studies. There was a statistically significant difference between the length of the canal, the elder age group showing lesser length when compared to the younger age group which is because of the physiological ridge resorption. At the same time this interpretation should be viewed with caution, as one of the limitations of this study was that there was no data available for the time of extraction or time elapsed since extraction in this study. Previous study shows that there was statistically significant difference only when the time of extraction was available.\textsuperscript{17}

5.5.2. Dentulous group
There was no statistically significant difference for the length of the canal between different age groups. This was plausible as the length would not change significantly in dentulous groups with increase in age.

5.6. Comparative analysis between the dentulous and the edentulous group
5.6.1. Length of IC
There was a marginal decrease of the length in the edentulous group. This decrease in length is attributed to the edentulism and progressive ridge resorption after extraction. This was in agreement with the earlier study assessing the length.\textsuperscript{15}

5.6.2. Width at nasal floor level and incisal level
There was a significant difference between the two age groups for the width of the canal at the incisal level in the partially edentulous scans. Inspite of this difference, the bone available anterior to the canal is adequate for implant placement, because at the crestal level there is no significant difference in the two age groups. The findings of this study needs to be compared with caution as the earlier study was done on a CT scan and also there is ambiguity on what level these measurements were made.

6. Conclusion
As placement of an implant in close proximity to IC could lead to permanent sensory damage, it is important that the clinician also assess the IC apart from bone quality and quantity on a CBCT scan. The two most common patterns found in this study, (SS and SCS) seem to be safer and best suited for the implant placement. The single canal IC also renders this population relatively safe for implant placement. The clinician however needs to be cautious in planning implant in this region for the elderly age group where grafts or placing more tapered implants should be considered.

7. Clinical Significance
Precise knowledge about the IC is utmost important while placing the implants in the maxillary anterior region or it may lead to permanent sensory loss in the region. An interesting finding was the detection of an additional pattern, though only one case, hitherto unreported was found in our population which was slanted curved inferiorly (SCI). This pattern we believe is the mirror image of the slanted curved found in the other studies. It needs to be noted that dental implants in the SCI type of pattern is safer as the angle of the IC is away from the canal.
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